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This year, we celebrate the 175th anniversary of the University of Maryland School of Dentistry 
(UMSOD). Our institution was established in 1840 by two visionary physicians, Horace Hayden and 
Chapin Harris, as the first dental college in the world. Our founders understood that an education 
grounded in science should form the foundation of our profession.

We celebrate our illustrious history in this special anniversary issue of Mdental. The center of this 
magazine features a foldout timeline that chronicles the institution’s progression. I think you will be 
impressed when you read about the many advances that were pioneered by your fellow alumni.

This issue also highlights innovative research, such as 
the work of faculty members Clemencia Vargas, DDS, 
PhD, who published findings that 100 percent fruit juice 
is not associated with early childhood caries, and Radi 
Masri, DDS, MS ’01, PhD '05, who invented a novel way 
to deliver medications directly into the tooth pulp using 
microscopic particles and magnets. 

We also feature novel academic programs that enable 
students to excel. Earlier this year, the Dental Hygiene 
Program launched an accelerated advanced degree program 
that prepares dental hygiene graduates to assume health 
care leadership positions. Also, be sure to read about 
a unique partnership the school has established with a 
Baltimore City mission.

I DOUBT THAT OUR FOUNDERS COULD HAVE IMAGINED HOW DENTISTRY 
WOULD CHANGE BY THE YEAR 2015. HOWEVER, I THINK THEY WOULD BE 
PROUD THAT UMSOD HAS REMAINED COMMITTED TO LEADING THE WAY 
INTO THE FUTURE OF OR AL HEALTH CARE.

Kind regards,

Mark A. Reynolds, DDS ’86, PhD, MA 
Dean and Professor

A MESSAGE FROM DEAN REYNOLDS

Alumni keep breaking new ground. This issue 
features two philanthropic trailblazers, Fred Smith, 
MS, DDS ’78, and Venice Paterakis, DDS ’81, who 
generously donated $1.5 million to establish  
the institution’s first endowed professorship.
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Richard Duarte, DDS ’15  
At the ruins of Copan during our externship  

to Honduras. It was a trip of a lifetime. 

Jen Choe, DDS ’15 
Friends don’t let friends get cavities!

Nina Santos, DDS ’15  
I love learning about new “dental toys” at AGD-sponsored CEs!

Katia Nabieva, RDH ’15  
Dental hygiene is important, but let’s be careful not to take ourselves too seriously… 

Lynda Lexi Torres, DDS ’15  
What better way is there to deal with your  

hair in the clinic than “the patient bun”?

It’s not easy being a senior dental or dental hygiene student. But between all 
their exams and busy clinic schedules, our students still manage to have a little 
bit of fun. They captured some lighter moments on (cell phone) cameras…    

SENIOR

Selfies
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WANT TO SEE MORE FUN PHOTOS OF OUR DENTAL AND DENTAL HYGIENE STUDENTS?  

Follow @UMSOD_Dentistry on Twitter or umsod on Instagram.

Robert Yu, DDS ’15  
Taking a break for a cross-GP photo opportunity.

Lauren Aguilar, DDS ’15  
Lunchtime together on the fifth floor, as usual.

Gail DeGuzman, DDS ’15 
On an externship to the  

Philippines with my friends.

Shebani Pawha, DDS ’15  
Enjoying the final weeks of senior year  

at the 2015 AGD social.

Lindsay Roberts, DDS ’15 
A girls’ night out after a long day in the clinic — it is possible!  

I can’t believe we even had the energy to smile.

Elizabeth Harrison, DDS ’15 
Celebrating with our GP after we were named  

the highest producing group of students.
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PHOTOS BY ADAM ZEWE

Honors  
CONVOCATION 
Some 127 dental students and 26 dental hygiene students 

graduated during the Honors Convocation Ceremony on 

May 14 at the Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall in Baltimore. 

CONGRATULATIONS, CLASS OF 2015!

(from left) Robert 
Laraway, Lindsay 
Roberts, Christiane 
Francisco and 
Charles Wang

▼

Student Dental Association President 
Robert Yu addresses his peers.

▼

▲ 
Dean Mark Reynolds 

congratulates  
Shebani Pahwa.

▲ 
(from left) Chi Choe, Marshone Clark 
and Geoffrey Clive line up to proceed 
into the auditorium.

▲ 
Lauren Wronsky celebrates 
after being hooded.
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Visit
  www.dental.umaryland.edu/honors-convocation  
to see more photos from the ceremony.

The dental hygiene graduates and 
faculty stop for a photo-op before 

proceeding into the auditorium.

▼

Kayla Harris (foreground) and her 
fellow graduates give themselves and 
family and friends a round of applause.

▲ 
Maricris Mangasi receives her 
hood from Grant Cylus, clinical 
assistant professor in the 
Department of General Dentistry.

Peter Karian embraces 
his sister and hooder, 
Laurel Karian, MD.

Nancy An receives her dental hygiene pin from 
MaryAnn Schneiderman, clinical assistant 

professor in the Division of Dental Hygiene.

▼
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                       hen I was in college, I just knew I was 
                     going to be a professional basketball player,” 
                    says Yvette Battle, DDS.

But Battle, chief orthodontics resident at the University 
of Maryland School of Dentistry (UMSOD), switched 
gears late in the game and decided to pursue a dental 
career instead. Even though she attended Belmont Abbey 
College on a basketball scholarship and had an agent who 
was ready to place her with a professional basketball team 
overseas, she decided that her hand-eye coordination could 
be put to better use off the court.

“Dentistry seemed a bit like basketball to me,” Battle says. 
“I was a point guard, so I was used to directing traffic. 
Seeing a dentist directing the assistants and then coming 
in for the finish, placing the amalgam or the crown, that 
really appealed to me.”

So this native New Yorker, who spent her teenage years 
living in North Carolina, was accepted into the Howard 
University School of Dentistry. She derived a great deal 

of satisfaction from improving the oral health of patients, 
but was unsure where her dental training would take her. 
Looking for a way to serve others and gather more dental 
experience, she joined the U.S. Air Force.

Battle was stationed at two Air Force bases in California 
during her four years in the military. She enjoyed the 
freedom of Air Force dentistry, being able to provide 
treatments without worrying about whether her patients 
could pay their bills.

One of her most memorable experiences was helping to 
rebuild the jaw of a soldier who had survived an IED blast 
in Afghanistan. “That’s something that I’ll never forget,” 
she says. “I wasn’t boots on the ground, necessarily, but it is 
important to have people back home who understand what 
these guys go through and can provide care for them.”

With her tour in the Air Force winding down, Battle 
decided to pursue orthodontics training. The specialty 
appeals to her because it allows her to help patients achieve 
dramatic results through detail-oriented treatment. A 
self-described East Coast girl, she was thrilled to land in 
Maryland for her residency. At UMSOD, she’s enjoyed the 
opportunity to conduct research; her project focuses on 
facial aesthetics of the African-American profile.

Now that her residency is reaching its end, Battle is looking 
to enter practice either in the Maryland/Washington, 
D.C., area or in the Midwest. Wherever she ends up, 
she wants to make sure that her home has room for her 
extensive collection of basketball shoes (retro Air Jordans 
are her favorite — she has nearly all the different colors).

Though dentistry has been her life for several years now, 
she still enjoys a game of basketball when she gets the 
chance. “Now I have to be a little bit more careful of my 
hands,” she says. –AZ

STORY AND PHOTO BY ADAM ZEWE

How an Orthodontics Resident Found Her Calling
DOWN TO THE WIRE

W
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

NINA SANTOS:  

         Where are you from and what     
      education did you receive  
      prior to UMSOD? 
TEEBOK CHOE:  
         I was born in Baltimore, but I 
         grew up in Fayetteville, N.C. 
         I majored in biology at the 
         University of North Carolina,       
         Chapel Hill.  

NS:  Is dental school everything you 
      expected it to be? 
TC:   I knew it would be challenging, 

but I didn’t quite understand how 
challenging. At the same time, I 
didn’t realize I would make so many 
good friends and have so much fun, 
in and out of the classrooms. 

NS: What has been your favorite class? 
TC:   Dental anatomy … I loved the 

waxing portion and it was fun and 
educational, but not too serious.

NS: Who do you look up to? 
TC:   I look up to every member of my 

family. Each one has overcome a lot 
to achieve great things. They have 
strengths that I try to emulate.

NS: What motivates you to work hard? 
TC:   I’m motivated by passion to help 

others. Dentistry is particularly 
meaningful because it helped me, 
personally. I broke my jaw at a 
young age and without excellent 
dental care I wouldn’t be able to 
smile the way I can today.

NS:  Be honest … what is your favorite 
      karaoke song? 
TC:   Hmmm … that’s a tough one.  

It would be easy to pick a classic, 
like “Don’t Stop Believing” by 
Journey or “Bohemian Rhapsody” 
by Queen, but I think my favorite 
is “Nice and Slow” by Usher.

NS:  How do you spend your free time 
      outside of school? 
TC:   I enjoy snowboarding and cars, 

but I also like video games  
and movies. 

NS:  Are you excited about getting  
      into clinic? 
TC:   Yes, but at the same time I’m 

terrified because I’ll be working 
on live patients instead of 
mannequins or typodonts.

NS:  What do you wish someone had told 
       you before you entered dental school? 
TC:   I think that I heard everything 

that I needed to, I just didn’t 
necessarily listen as well as I 
should have. Sometimes, you have 
to learn things on your own. 

NS:  What advice do you have for the 
       incoming class? 
TC:   Space things out. Time 

management is the most 
important thing in dental school. 
Also, it’s important to not stress 
too much. For some students, it’s 
a real shock when they earn their 
first ‘C’ during the first year of 
dental school. It’s not the end of 
the world … just move on and 
get ready for the next test because 
there will be plenty more of them.

Fourth-year dental student and senior class president Nina Santos 
quizzed Teebok Choe, president of the first-year dental class, on his 
motivations, aspirations and favorite karaoke songs. 

By Nina Santos, DDS ’15

for Teebok Choe, DDS ’18 
10 Questions
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Fatherhood Comes First

My wife, Wendy, is a full-time mom to our three  
daughters, aged 1, 3 and 5. I thought they were all  
fast asleep as I got my gray jacket and black winter  
cap together. With a granola bar in my pocket for  
breakfast, I was ready to hurry off for a long day  
of dental school. Suddenly, Clara, my 1-year-old  
daddy’s girl, wandered into the room rubbing her  
sleepy eyes. Knowing what it means when Daddy  
has his shoes and coat on, she ran over to pull  
my coat off my back and push my shoes off my  
feet with a heartfelt “no Daddy, no coat, no  
school.” I let her. I held her, got her milk and  
some candy (like I said, her mom was asleep) and  
her favorite toys. I was late to class that morning, but that’s  
what being a father is all about. To me, being a parent in  
dental school is a blessing, a privilege and a balancing act. 

— Jonathan Draper, DDS ’16

A Major Motherhood Milestone

My daughter turned 1 in February. On her birthday, we reached a big 
milestone. I had been exclusively breast-feeding/pumping for the whole 
year! The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends nursing for at 
least one year, so that was always my goal. It hasn’t always been easy.  
I have had to miss many lunch meetings and come to school earlier 
than I wanted or leave a little later, but it means so much to me that 
I was able to do that for my daughter. The School of Dentistry has a 
“Mother’s Room” with hospital grade breast pumps that made this 
possible with minimal stress. Knowing this room existed was one of 
the big reasons I decided to have a child while in dental school. I also 
was able to develop some friendships with my fellow dental students 
and staff moms. Even though I am a full-time mother and a student 
and need to be away all day during the week, I take great pride in 
knowing that I have provided my daughter with the best nutrition 
possible in this first year. I am so grateful to a supportive school, 
friends, family and, most of all, my husband, Trevor, who have 
helped make this possible!

— Shaina Holman, DDS ’15

▲ 

Jonathan Draper  
and his daughter Clara enjoy  
a cherished moment of playtime.

▲ 

Shaina Holman and  
her daughter, Shreya,  
relax on a sunny day.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY SHAINA HOLMAN

PHOTO PROVIDED BY JONATHAN DRAPER

FOR THESE STUDENTS, JUGGLING PARENTHOOD  
AND DENTAL SCHOOL IS A REAL BALANCING ACT.
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Dirty Diaper Duty

My wife, Amani, and I were blessed with our baby girl, Rwan, in August 2012, 
just three weeks after I started my dental education. Amani was living in 
San Francisco with her parents at the time, but she and Rwan soon moved to 
Baltimore. My wife has since enrolled in the dental hygiene program. Balancing 
parenthood with two busy schedules is a difficult task; we try to work out  
baby-sitting duties around our class and exam schedules. I must admit, Amani 
handles most of the diaper changing. I distinctly recall my first experience with 
a dirty diaper. Amani was at school and I was home taking care of Rwan when I 
realized that she needed a clean diaper. Thinking quickly, I reached for a bag of 
gloves I had brought home a few days earlier to practice suturing on a pig leg. 
Luckily, there were still a few gloves left, because they came in very handy  
that day. I wish I had brought a mask home, too, but I found a scarf to cover  
my face and then I got down to business. It was a success! I was very proud  
of my diaper-changing ability. Raising a child and being a dental student is no  
easy task, but it is very rewarding at the same time … dirty diapers and all.

— Ahmed Alkholeidi, DDS ’16

The Meaning of Motherhood

Being a mom in dental school means: waking up every two hours during the night  
to feed the baby and study gross anatomy (usually at the same time); watching 
lectures on Mediasite and pushing pause to change a stinky diaper; spending 
lunchtime in the “Mother’s Room” instead of at Jay’s; having a daughter who  
doesn’t mind seeing pictures of decayed teeth, blood, puss, etc.; commandeering 
“free” Minnie Mouse toothbrushes from the pediatric dental clinic; reading blogs 
about disciplining a 2-year-old while sitting in operative lectures; saying “no”  
to C3; spending Friday nights playing dress-up and watching  
“Peppa Pig” while my friends are at happy hour; getting calls  
from the preschool just minutes after anesthetizing my patient  
because my child has a fever and has to be picked up … right  
now!; spending spring break in Disney World instead of  
Miami; keeping up with two school calendars; waking up extra  
early to brush two heads of hair, dress two bodies, cook  
breakfast for two, pack two lunches and make a drop-off at  
preschool, all while my classmates are just rolling out of bed;  
walking around the clinic singing nursery rhymes out loud;  
spending “me” time studying for boards or setting denture teeth;  
always running late and out of time; relying on family to pick  
up the pieces when I fall apart; and, of course, lots of cuddles,  
kisses and big hugs that make it all worth it.

— Kira Evans, DDS ’15

▲ 

Rwan, Amani and  
Ahmed Alkholeidi  
at Amani’s White  
Coat Ceremony.

▲ 

Kira Evans and her 
daughter, Ava, take in 

the sights at the shore.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY AHMED ALKHOLEIDI  

PHOTO PROVIDED BY KIRA EVANS  
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         he University of Maryland 
         School of Dentistry (UMSOD)  
         has launched a new program 
that gives dental hygiene students a 
head start toward an advanced degree.  
The Accelerated Dental Hygiene 
Bachelor of Science to Master of Public 
Health Program is one of the only 
programs in the nation that enables 
hygiene students to take advanced 
degree coursework while they  
are still baccalaureate students. 

The program, which UMSOD 
established in partnership with the 
Department of Epidemiology and 
Public Health at the University 
of Maryland School of Medicine 
(UMSOM), prepares dental hygienists 
for advanced careers in health care.

Dental hygiene students who are 
conditionally accepted into the 
program complete two courses during 
their senior year at UMSOD that are 
applied toward both their bachelor’s 
in dental hygiene and master’s degree 
in public health from UMSOM. The 
dental hygiene students must complete 
the Graduate Record Examination 
(GRE) and maintain a 3.0 GPA 
before they can be fully accepted into 
the master’s degree program. One 
aim of the accelerated program is to 
encourage dental hygiene students to 
earn an advanced degree, says Marion 
Manski, RDH ’88, MS ’04, director  
of the Dental Hygiene Program.

The unique program is a good 
example of how interprofessional 
education helps prepare students to 
work in the increasingly collaborative 
health care field, Manski says. Recent 
research has shown that dental 
hygienists can play a vital role in 
assessing and triaging patients, in 
collaboration with other dental and 
medical professionals. For dental 
hygiene students, public health 
training fits well with the profession’s 
emphasis on preventive oral health 
care and the role hygienists play in 
improving access to dental care.

 

“ This accelerated program 
is such an amazing 
opportunity for dental 
hygienists to expand our 
scope of practice and have 
a greater impact in the 
community,” says Laura 
Colmenares, RDH ’16. 

Attaining an advanced degree enables 
dental hygienists to pursue careers in 
research, academics or public health 
administration. Many students who 
choose to earn their baccalaureate 
degree in dental hygiene at UMSOD 
want to continue their education, 
Manski explains. UMSOD offers the 
only baccalaureate dental hygiene 
degree in Maryland.

“With the implementation of the 
Affordable Care Act, the U.S. is 
going to need dental hygienists 
with more advanced training to 
administer programs and lead public 
health projects,” Manski says. “This 
accelerated program further prepares 
our students to be leaders in their 
profession and an integral part of the 
health care team.” –AZ

Story and Photo By Ada m Zewe

New Dental Hygiene Program  
Trains Oral Health Care Leaders 

T

Amanda Ward,  
RDH ’16, examines a  
child’s teeth for decay.



After a long day treating patients in the clinic at the 
University of Maryland School of Dentistry, Chris Tolmie, 
DDS ’16, unwinds by standing on his head. But this is not 
a typical headstand; it is one of a sequence of poses called 
“asanas” that are components of vinyasa yoga.

Tolmie started practicing vinyasa yoga during his 
undergraduate education at Dickinson College. “Vinyasa” 
means the alignment of breath and movement. Tolmie 
became interested in yoga as a way to create and maintain 
his flexibility in order to prevent injuries from other 
physical activities and workouts. It didn’t take long before 
he developed a love for the discipline. He has since become 
a certified vinyasa yoga instructor. 

Vinyasa yoga consists of a sequence of continuous poses 
called “asanas,” which are combined with thoughtful 
breathing, known as “ujjayi breathing,” Tolmie explains. 
Ujjayi breathing is characterized by steady cyclic controlled 
inhales and exhales through the nose. 

This deliberate breathing technique has several purposes. It 
serves as a focal point for the mind and delivers a calming 
energy. Additionally, Tolmie says, each breath warms the 
body and increases the self-purification process through 
intensified blood circulation and sweating.

Tolmie says yoga has helped him be a better dental student by 
enabling him to cope with the challenges he faces day-to-day. 
He credits yoga with strengthening his mind-body connection 
in a way that allows him to manage the stress of school.

“Dentistry is very demanding on the mind and body, so in 
order for dentists to practice successfully, they need to find 
ways of restoring the energy they give to their profession 
and patients,” Tolmie says. “For me, yoga does just that.”

Because yoga has been so beneficial in Tolmie’s life, he is 
contemplating starting a class for students and faculty. He 
already teaches weekly yoga, spinning and high-intensity 
interval training classes at the Maryland Athletic Club in 
Baltimore’s Harbor East. 

Thinking of giving yoga a try? Tolmie suggests that 
newcomers give it at least three chances before they decide 
if they want to continue.

“Yoga is a skill that requires a tremendous amount of 
practice and dedication over years of repetition, so its 
difficulty may discourage newcomers,” he says. “But all 
levels of yoga participants will benefit from the mental 
and physical qualities of a balanced yoga practice. It will 
enhance your ability to recover more quickly, and improve 
your ability to cope with stressful events.” –TP

By Ter a Poole , DDS ’16

 BEYOND THE WHITE COAT 

Chris Tolmie, DDS ’16 

Chris Tolmie 
performs a 

vinyasa yoga 
handstand  

at the Inner 
Harbor in 

Baltimore.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY CHRIS TOLMIE
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

New Dental Hygiene Program  
Trains Oral Health Care Leaders 

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
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When Dillon Broadwater first sat in Ivory Ward’s dental chair, 
he was working hard to put his life back together. Ward, a 
third-year dental student, helped him rebuild his smile, too.

Broadwater, a longtime alcoholic, had hit rock bottom. 
His excessive drinking cost him his job as an electrician 
and, without a steady paycheck, he was eventually evicted. 
Homeless and downtrodden, he had nowhere to go. On 
the advice of a friend, Broadwater turned to the Helping 
Up Mission (HUM), a privately funded holistic residential 
recovery program in inner city Baltimore that provides for its 
patients’ physical, spiritual, psychological and social needs.

While Broadwater worked through HUM’s recovery program, 
he had the opportunity to receive dental treatment at the 
University of Maryland School of Dentistry (UMSOD). The 
partnership between HUM and UMSOD has helped about 
1,000 men receive critical oral health care services since it 
began in 2006. More than 1,100 students have been involved 
in treating HUM patients.

Broadwater jumped at the opportunity to receive oral health 
care. He hadn’t visited a dentist in more than a decade and 
suffered from severe tooth decay. Drinking allowed him to 
numb the pain in his mouth, but when he got sober through 
the HUM program, he started feeling a lot of discomfort. 

While he was grateful to receive treatment, he was still a bit 
apprehensive when he first met Ward. “I was afraid I was 
going to need to have all my teeth pulled,” he recalls.

Ward, who grew up in a small community on Maryland’s 
rural Eastern Shore, didn’t know what to expect from 
Broadwater, either.

Through a comprehensive treatment plan, she provided a 
number of restorations that not only ended Broadwater’s 
pain, but also improved his smile and boosted his confidence. 
And as the treatment plan progressed, so did their friendship. 
Chairside conversations, while covering the basics of brushing 
and flossing, also delved into faith, hope, determination and 
Broadwater’s success in the HUM program.

“When he completed the program, I was so happy for Dillon, 
but I was also sad to see him go,” says Ward.

Now back on his feet, Broadwater says things have come full 
circle. He accepted a position as a case manager at HUM and 
now helps other men rebuild their lives. He’s also going back 
to school to earn a degree in social work.

For Ward, now preparing to enter her final year of dental 
school, providing care for Broadwater helped her develop 
stronger restorative skills, but the experience also left her with 
a greater appreciation for the resilience of the human spirit.

“I learned a lot from Dillon. He taught me that there  
are always second chances. Everyone makes mistakes,  
but there are people out there who are ready to help,”  
Ward says. “It is so important to persevere.” –AZ

Dillon Broadwater and Ivory Ward lear ned a great deal from each other 

through a unique partnership between the University of Maryland School  

of Dentistry and Baltimore’s Helping Up Mission.

Story and Photo by Ada m Zewe

Restorative Treatment 
Dental Care Helps Patient Rebuild His Life 
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ALUMNI NEWS

Block Named 2015 Distinguished Alumnus 
PHOTO BY ADAM ZEWE

Stanley E. Block, DDS ’58, 
received the 2015 Distinguished 
Alumnus of the Year award.  
The award honors a dental 
innovator who displays outstanding 
professionalism, philanthropy  
and community service.

Block completed his undergraduate 
education at the University 

of Maryland, College Park. After graduating from the 
University of Maryland School of Dentistry (UMSOD),  
he served in the Air Force until 1961, when he established 
his dental practice in Annapolis. Block continued to 
practice in Annapolis until 2005.

Active in organized dentistry, Block was a founding member 
of the Anne Arundel County Dental Society, and served as its 
president, vice president and secretary. He also served as the 
president of the Maryland State Dental Association (MSDA) 
from 1995 to 1996. He was honored by the MSDA with a 
Distinguished Service Award in 2002. 

Block also has taken a strong interest in dental education. 
He has been a member of the Northeast Regional Board 
of Dental Examiners for 40 years and was appointed to 
the Maryland State Board of Dental Examiners for two 
six-year terms. He has served on the Dean’s Faculty at 
UMSOD since 2005.

He was elected president of the UMSOD Alumni Association 
in 1994 and has been a member of the Board of Visitors for 
more than two decades. He was honored for his service with  
a Dean’s Achievement Award in 2013.

Block has been married to his wife, Frances, since 1956. 
The couple reside in Baltimore and have three children  
and six grandchildren.  

Spolarich Receives Dental Hygiene Alumni Award 
PHOTO PROVIDED BY ANN ESHENAUR SPOLARICH

Ann Eshenaur Spolarich, RDH, 
MS ’88, PhD, received the 2015 
Linda DeVore Dental Hygiene 
Alumnus Award. Winners are 
selected based on their education 
and training, record of exceptional 
work experience, activism within 
the profession and impact on the 
future of dental hygiene.

Spolarich earned her dental hygiene certificate from the 
University of Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine 
and completed her bachelor’s degree in dental hygiene at 
Thomas Jefferson University. After graduating from the 
master’s degree program at UMSOD, she earned a PhD in 
physiology from the University of Maryland, Baltimore. She 
is clinical associate professor in the Division of Dental Public 
Health and Pediatric Dentistry and associate director of the 
National Center for Dental Hygiene Research & Practice 
at the University of Southern California’s Ostrow School 
of Dentistry; adjunct professor at the Arizona School of 
Dentistry and Oral Health; and a Dean’s Faculty member 
at UMSOD. She also is an independent educational and 
research consultant, and practices dental hygiene part time, 
specializing in geriatrics.

She has held numerous national committee appointments, 
including four terms as chair of the Council on Research and 
two terms as chair of the Institute for Oral Health Research 
Grant Review Committee, both of the American Dental 
Hygienists’ Association. She has published more than 100 
papers and 11 textbook chapters, and has given more than 
850 national and international presentations. Spolarich is 
principal investigator for a funded intervention project to train 
pharmacists about the oral health needs of older adults. 

Spolarich and her husband, Mark, reside in Cave Creek, Ariz. 

CROWNING ACHIEVEMENTS
Alumni Award Winners
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We know that your education didn’t stop when you walked across that stage. You’re dedicated  
to lifelong learning. WE’RE HERE TO HELP YOU ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS. Our  

continuing education program kicks off again this fall with dozens of great courses.

➤  Patient Monitoring for Nitrous Oxide Sedation  
for the Practicing Maryland Dental Hygienist 
Presented by Deborah Cartee, RDH, MS  
Saturday, Sept. 12, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.  
Lecture and hands-on components provide all the 
tools you need to exceed the Maryland State Board  
of Dental Examiners requirements.   
6 CDE CREDIT HOURS

➤  Cone Beam CT Imaging and Principles:  
Part I Basic Training 
Presented by Jeffery Price, DDS, MS  
Thursday, Sept. 17, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.  
Familiarize yourself with this cutting-edge  
imaging technology, which will forever change  
the dental profession.  
8 CDE CREDIT HOURS

➤  Cone Beam CT Imaging and Principles:  
Part II Advanced Basic Training 
Presented by Jeffery Price, DDS, MS  
Friday, Sept. 18, from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and 
Saturday, Sept. 19, from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.  
Expand your knowledge of more advanced Cone Beam 
CT principles, such as radiation safety, interpretation  
of pathology and medico-legal standards.  
12 CDE CREDIT HOURS

➤  Obstructive Sleep Apnea 
Presented by Larry Cohen, DDS ’80, Dennis Stiles, DDS, 
and Montserrat Diaz-Abad, MD  
Saturday, Oct. 10, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.   
Learn how the dental team can be an integral part  
of the medical team in managing this disease.  
This course includes a hands-on session on 
fabrication of provisional oral appliances.  
6 CDE CREDIT HOURS

➤  Nitrous Oxide Review 
Presented by Marvin Leventer, DDS ’90  
Saturday, Nov. 14, from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.  
This hands-on course covers critical topics related to 
nitrous oxide sedation. Learn about patient evaluation 
and the entire spectrum of sedation/anesthesia.   
7 CDE CREDIT HOURS

CONTINUING YOUR EDUCATION

FOR MORE INFORMATION about our continuing  
education courses, please call 410-706-2282  
or visit www.dental.umaryland.edu/ce.

ONLINE COURSE REGISTRATION is now available  
at www.dental.umaryland.edu/ce-register.   
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You don’t usually associate dentistry with the roller derby 
— unless you’re talking about knocked-out teeth. But five 
years ago, Paul McAllister, DDS ’82, of Hagerstown, Md.’s 
Smile Design Center, was persuaded by a colleague to 
check out the hometown Mason-Dixon Roller Vixens.

“I thought it was terrific,” recalls McAllister, who 
subsequently sponsored and coached the team. “I ended 
up getting to know the ladies pretty well, and they kept 
talking about open times for speedskating practice at this 
rink in Martinsburg [W.Va.].”

A Bethesda, Md., native who’d never skated in his youth, 
McAllister visited Martinsburg’s Galaxy Skateland and was 
persuaded to give inline quad speedskating a spin. “I fell 
down every 10 to 15 feet,” he says. “I’m a little klutzy. But 
people kept encouraging me and I stuck with it and got in 
the best shape of my life. It’s an absolute blast.”

Since then, McAllister, now 58, has developed into a 
competitive amateur speedskater. He has completed the New 
York City Skate Marathon (2013) and half-marathons at two 
Skate of the Union events (2013 and 2014) in Washington, 
D.C. In addition, McAllister skated for a year with the  
now-defunct Waynesboro (Pa.) Redneck Rollers team. 

“Not a lot of guys my age compete,” he says. “The average 
[competitor] is in their 20s. But staying active and healthy 
was my goal. It’s a later-in-life adventure.”

McAllister says it took about two years to feel comfortable 
on skates. “I fell down so much, I got padded shorts to 
wear under my gym shorts when I practiced,” he says. 
“Eventually I stopped wearing them, and a friend said, 
`Hey, you don’t wear your diapers anymore!’”

McAllister, who frequently skates six to eight miles on the 
Western Maryland Rail Trail for practice, credits a strong 
stubborn streak — and the support of his wife and fellow 
skater, Sharlene — for his speedskating success. “If I get 
stuck on something, I keep at it until I get it done,” he says. 
“Perseverance counts more than raw talent.”

McAllister says he often tells patients about his unusual 
avocation. “Some of them think it’s crazy,” he says. “But 
some of them are not 25 anymore and say they skated 
when they were kids. So I invite them to our practices.”

McAllister recently brought his 95-year-old father to a 
practice. “I watch you out there,” his dad told him, “and I 
think, `Maybe I can do this, too.’”

For McAllister, speedskating is more than a sport. “It 
means life’s not over,” he says. “There are still plenty of 
opportunities for me. I’m not ready for a rocking chair. 
… I keep telling my staff, `When I turn 60 I’m having a 
skating party, so you’d better learn how to skate soon!’” –AF

By A l a n Feiler

BEYOND THE WHITE COAT 

Paul McAllister, DDS ’82 

Paul McAllister 
competes in 
the New York 
City Skate 
Marathon.

PHOTO BY VICTOR CHAN
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Gary Bauman, 
DDS ’85, has been 
inducted as an 
associate fellow 
into the American 
Academy of 
Implant Dentistry.

 
Francis D. Serio, PERIO ’86, MS ’91, has 
received the 2015 Humanitarian Award 
from the American Dental Association. 
The award recognizes Serio’s three 
decades of service to underserved 
patients in the Dominican Republic.

Marion Manski, RDH ’88, MS ’04, 
clinical assistant professor and director 
of the Dental Hygiene Program, has 
joined the editorial board of the journal 
Dimensions of Dental Hygiene.

Rita Tempel, DDS ’93, has been 
named one of Adams County, Pa.’s 
favorite dentists in an annual “Pick 
of the County” poll published in the 
Gettysburg Times.

Edward Segal,  
PERIO ’94, has  
been elected 
the 2014-2015 
president of  
the Illinois State  
Dental Society.

 
 
George Dimitri, DDS ’99, has been 
named lead dentist at a new Aspen 
Dental practice that opened in St. Clair, 
Pa., in March.

Radi Masri, PROS ’01, PhD '05, associate 
professor in the Department of 
Endodontics, Prosthodontics and 
Operative Dentistry, has been elected to 
the American Board of Prosthodontics.

Jitka Matherly, DDS ’04, has joined the 
Community Dental Clinic in Morrisville, Vt.

Alyse Stern, DDS ’04, recently opened 
a new orthodontics practice in Mount 
Kisco, N.Y.

Marie Johnson, DDS ’06, clinical 
instructor in the Department of 
Oncology and Diagnostic Sciences, and 
Valli Meeks, DDS '88, MS '98, clinical 
associate professor in the department, 
have received a University of Maryland, 
Baltimore Global Health Grant.

Dima Ghunian, PROS ’11, has been 
named a diplomate of the American 
Board of Prosthodontics.

Jonathan Soistman, DDS ’11, AEGD '13, 
has been named a partner in Billings 
and Murphy, DDS, a dental practice 
on Maryland’s Eastern Shore. Ashley 
Francis, DDS '13, joined the practice in 
2014 as an associate dentist.

Scott Collins,  
DDS ’12, has 
opened a practice 
in his hometown  
of Elkton, Md.

CLASS NOTES

Robert Morris, DDS ’69, has been 
honored with the Harvard School of 
Public Health’s highest alumni award, 
the Award of Merit (2014) for his 
contributions to improve world health 
during his 40-year career.

Solomon Brotman, DDS ’80, has 
joined the board of the Community 
Foundation of Northeast Florida. The 
organization helps connect donors with 
nonprofits in the Jacksonville area.

Steven Jefferies, DDS ’80, received 
the 2014 Ryge-Mahler Science Award 
from the International Association for 
Dental Research. The award honors 
scientists who have made outstanding 
contributions to clinical research in 
dental materials.

Lisa Bress, RDH 
’83, MS '94, clinical 
assistant professor 
in the Division of 
Dental Hygiene, 
has received a 2014 
Health Literacy 
Month Hero award 
from the Herschel 

S. Horowitz Center for Health Literacy 
at the University of Maryland School of 
Public Health in College Park.
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Elton Preston Maddox 
Jr., DDS ’72

Elton Preston Maddox Jr., DDS 
’72, the first African-American 
to graduate from the University 
of Maryland School of Dentistry 
(UMSOD), died on March 12, 

2015, after a long battle with cancer. He was 68.

Maddox, who grew up on a farm in rural Kingston, Md., 
decided to pursue dentistry because of his passion for serving 
others. After graduating from UMSOD, he completed  

an internship at Provident 
Hospital in Baltimore before  
returning to his alma mater 
as a faculty member. 

In 1977, he left UMSOD to establish a private practice 
in Salisbury, Md., where he continued to practice general 
dentistry for the next 38 years. He also pursued an interest 
in forensic dentistry consulting. In 2012, he merged his 
practice with Kathleen Geipe, DDS ’81. Maddox was 
active in organized dentistry, including the American 
Dental Association, Maryland State Dental Association 
and especially the Eastern Shore Dental Society, which  
he served as president from 1992 to 1993.  

Maddox, who was actively involved in his community, 
harbored a lifelong interest in education. He gave this 
advice to current dental students: “I hope they can learn  
to believe in themselves, persevere and tolerate new ideas. 
To have success in life, you must first seek to understand, 
and then seek to be understood.”

Robert Axman, DDS ’52 
Robert Buckner, DDS ’59 
Harold Bulitt, DDS ’44 
Kathleen Buter, RDH ’81 
John Carvalho, DDS ’43 
David Cook, DDS ’53 
Guillermo Decalderon,  
    DDS ’46 
William Dombrowski,  
    DDS ’59 
Lee Eggnatz, DDS ’58 
Marcolina Fernandez- 
    Sanch, DDS ’27 
Pat Fetchero, DDS ’52 
Andrew Garvey, DDS ’46 
Charles Gibel, DDS ’42 
Judy Gilliam, RDH ’80 
David Gold, DDS ’48 
Burton Gottfried, DDS ’44 
William Graham, DDS ’53 

Lynn Greene, DDS ’47 
Walter Hall, DDS ’57 
Scott Haluska, PEDO ’08 
Raymond Haslam, DDS ’57 
Hillard Hayzlett, DDS ’54 
Earl Henderickson, DDS ’52 
Norman Highstein, DDS ’52 
Leon Horwitz, DDS ’43 
Larry Jackson, DDS ’81 
Oscar Jackson, DDS ’53 
Frederic Kamens, DDS ’71 
Albert Kapsak, DDS ’56 
Henry Keilly, DDS ’44  
Stanley Kogan, DDS ’54 
Eli Lafreniere, DDS ’55 
Herbert Levin, DDS ’58 
L. Leroy Lowrie, DDS ’66 
Walter Lucas Jr., DDS ’56 
Hervey Lupien, DDS ’55 
Elton Maddox Jr., DDS ’72 

Joseph Mazikas, DDS ’65 
W. Charles McLuckie,  
    DDS ’88 
S. Bension Menasche,  
    DDS ’44 
Ralph Menichino, DDS ’45 
Paul Mitchell, DDS ’50 
Anthony Monaco, DDS ’48 
Jerald Morganstein, DDS ’51 
Martin Narun, DDS ’63 
Norman Nathanson,  
    DDS ’42 
James Olson, DDS ’73 
Charles Page Jr., DDS ’53 
Peter Pecoraro Jr., DDS ’57 
Charles Peters Jr., DDS ’59 
Robert Poling, DDS ’52 
Robert Pollak, DDS ’43 
Joe Price, DDS ’52 

Brig. Gen. Philip Pushkin, 
    DDS ’64 
John Rohter, DDS ’73 
Gerald Rose, DDS ’45 
Richard Saal, DDS ’56 
Raymond Sahley, DDS ’59 
Henry Satzger Jr., DDS ’53 
Aaron Schaeffer, DDS ’47 
Norwood Shpritz, DDS ’52 
Jimmie Stinson, DDS ’52 
Lloyd Towlen, DDS ’46 
Pasquale Varanelli, DDS ’55 
George Vezina, DDS ’70 
Riley Williamson Jr.,  
    DDS ’42 
Robert Wilson, DDS ’56 
William Wolf, DDS ’58

If you would like to make  
a memorial gift, please  
use the enclosed envelope  
or call 410-706-4298

We are saddened by the loss of the following alumni and friends:
in MEMORIAM
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He and his wife, Venice Paterakis, DDS ’81, now have 
another leadership milestone to add to their mantel — they 
have become philanthropic trailblazers at their alma mater. 
Their donation of $1.5 million establishes the school’s first 
endowed professorship, the Frederick G. Smith, MS, DDS, & 
Venice K. Paterakis, DDS, Endowed Professorship in Oral & 
Maxillofacial Surgery for the University of Maryland School 
of Dentistry (UMSOD). The professorship will provide 
resources to fund the work of a distinguished faculty member, 
enabling this professor to pursue new areas of research and 
innovative teaching methods.

For Smith, the prospect of using these funds to add a 
world-class academician and researcher to the Department 
of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery is exciting. “The goal 
here is to attract someone who can be creative enough to 
establish a revenue stream for the School of Dentistry, 
primarily through research and discovery, and that those 
advancements would also help improve the oral and overall 
health of the general public,” Smith says.

The Draw of Dentistry

An early interest in health care is what drew Smith and 
Paterakis to the profession of dentistry in the first place. 
Paterakis, one of six children, grew up in a tight-knit family 
well-known in Baltimore first as bakers (H&S Bakery) and 
now as developers of Harbor East, one of the city’s highest 
profile projects. Her family’s focus on philanthropy and 
serving others inspired her to consider a health care career as 

a way to give back to the community. She became enamored 
by the dental profession while working as a dental assistant 
in high school. Paterakis enjoyed getting to know patients so 
much that she decided to enroll in the baccalaureate dental 
hygiene program at UMSOD so she could continue to help 
improve the health of others.

Smith’s first exposure to science and medicine came when 
he was 17. While his peers were mowing lawns or painting 
houses, he had a summer job in a laboratory at Johns Hopkins 
Hospital, performing animal surgeries. He had a real knack 
for the intricate surgical procedures, and thought a career 
as a surgeon would suit him well. While he was a senior at 
West Virginia University (WVU), Smith applied to medical 
and dental school at the University of Maryland — and was 
rejected by both. He stayed on to earn a master’s degree in 
anatomy at WVU and, during that time, he had a chance 
encounter that set his future career in motion.

While he was in the gross anatomy lab, he struck up a 
conversation with a man he had seen on the sidelines 
during WVU football games. The man explained that he 
was an oral and maxillofacial surgeon who worked with 
the team neurosurgeon in head and neck trauma cases 
involving the players.

“Once I heard that, I knew immediately that I wanted to 
be an oral and maxillofacial surgeon,” Smith said. “I had 
been preparing to apply to medical school again, but after 
that conversation, I decided to reapply to the School of 
Dentistry instead.”

Story and Photos by Ada m Zewe

Alumni Establish First Endowed Professorship  

Leading the Way

Fred Smith, MS, DDS ’78 , still has the fir st leader ship award he 

ever won. He received the sm all silver cup, signifying “Leader ship 

Based on Char acter ,” in 1960 as a sixth-gr ader at Boys’ Latin 

School in Baltimore. Smith m ay not have k nown it then, but 

leader ship would for m a centr al part of his life and career .
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Valley, Md. Paterakis opened a practice in Baltimore's 
Inner Harbor area, where she would spend the next 33 
years. Living in the Baltimore suburbs, the couple raised 
their three children, Alexander, Jason and Eric.

For Paterakis, who recently retired from her Inner Harbor 
practice, the leadership aspect of dentistry was one of the 
things she enjoyed the most during her career.

“It is so rewarding to work with the staff that you’ve brought 
together in the practice you’ve spent years building to provide 
quality dental care for your patients,” she says. “I always enjoyed 
the rapport I established with both my staff and my patients.”

From the Operating Room  
to the Small Screen

Smith thoroughly enjoyed his practice, too, but after 
eight years of full-time oral and maxillofacial surgery, he 
switched gears to become more involved in his family’s 
media business. Smith, the oldest of four brothers, became 
vice president of Sinclair Broadcast Group, which was 
founded by Smith’s father, Julian Sinclair Smith, in 1971 
when he established Baltimore’s first ultra-high frequency 
(UHF) television station. Smith and his three brothers took 
the reins of the company in 1989 and shepherded it into 
a media empire, expanding the firm’s portfolio to include 
more than 162 television stations across the United States. 
The company’s meteoric rise to national prominence was 
solidified when the brothers took Sinclair public in 1995.

For Smith, his experience as an oral and maxillofacial 
surgeon has helped him be a better businessman.

“In many ways, the media business is similar to being in 
private practice. You have to spend time marketing yourself 
and fulfilling the needs of the client or patient,” he says. 
“As an oral and maxillofacial surgery resident, I had to 
work hard — basically working 18-hour days for four 
years. The same principles apply to the media business.  
You have to work hard to build something.”

A Chance Meeting in Hayden-Harris Hall

After enrolling at UMSOD, Smith planned on receiving 
a top-notch dental education … he didn’t expect to meet 
the woman who would become his wife. Their paths 
crossed for the first time inside Hayden-Harris Hall. At 
that time, all dental students were assigned to a dental 
hygiene student so the hygiene students could practice their 
techniques (“torture techniques,” Smith jokes). As luck 
would have it, Paterakis was assigned to Smith. They both 
realized they had great chemistry from their first meeting, 
but it was Smith who decided to act.

“He was in charge of the tennis tournament for the School 
of Dentistry, and he knew that I played tennis,” Paterakis 
recalls. “He convinced me to sign up for the tournament, 
but it was all the way out in Westminster, so I had to ask 
him for a ride. The rest, you could say, is history.”

The couple dated throughout dental school — Paterakis 
went on to complete the DDS program — and they were 
married after her dental school graduation in 1981.

Meeting his wife was the highlight of dental school for 
Smith, but he also enjoyed the prestige that came with 
being president of his class. During his freshman year, 
he experienced his most memorable, and perhaps most 
controversial, moment as president. He got involved in a 
dispute between a female student and an anatomy professor 
who had shown several slides that she felt were offensive.

“She got up and walked out of the class,” says Smith. “I agreed 
with the student, that the picture was offensive. So we set 
about to try to educate the more senior male faculty as to what 
is appropriate and inappropriate in the context of a formal 
educational environment. Unfortunately for us, the story 
made it into The Baltimore Sun and Playboy magazine.”

After graduating from dental school, Smith earned his oral 
and maxillofacial surgery certificate, completed residencies 
at Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago and Johns Hopkins 
Hospital, and then established a private practice in Hunt 

Fred Smith and Venice Pater akis donated $1.5 million to  

establish the fir st endowed professor ship at UMSOD.



Fred Smith and a group of Gerstell Academy students 
at the academy’s Venice K. Paterakis Stadium. 
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“What’s most rewarding is the metamorphosis of kids, 
in the context of the qualities they have when they arrive 
and the qualities that they demonstrate when they leave,” 
says Smith. “The real telltale sign will be the next 20 years, 
what they do with their lives and how they positively 
impact their communities.”

Planning for the Future

Even though Gerstell is a successful institution, Smith 
shows no signs of slowing down. In addition to the endowed 
professorship, he continues to serve the University as a 
member of the University of Maryland Baltimore Foundation 
Board of Trustees, a role he has embraced since 2003. And he 
still wants to take the educational model he has woven into 
the fabric at the academy and help public schools around the 
country launch their own values-based curricula.

He admits it is a lofty goal, but one that he feels a strong 
calling to fulfill. Leadership, he says, is ultimately about 
service to others, and Smith plans to serve as many people 
as he can by sharing what he has learned.

For Smith and Paterakis, the secret to their success in 
business, dental practice and family life boils down to what 
Smith calls “The Rule of One.” 

“Every day, perform one random act of kindness. Every 
day, compliment at least one person. And every day, learn 
one new fact and share it with somebody,” he says. “Try to 
do that every day — it is very, very hard to do — but you’ll 
find that those simple things make you a better person.” –AZ

An Educational Endeavor

Despite Sinclair’s success, Smith wasn’t ready to sit back 
and relax. As he and his brothers expanded the family 
business, Smith couldn’t help but think back to an 
aspiration he had as a young oral surgeon; an idea that 
originated from his patients. 

When he was in private practice, Smith routinely spent 
20 to 30 minutes with each patient who was scheduled 
for minor oral surgery, to explain options for anesthesia, 
potential risks, etc. What he discovered during these 
conversations is that most of his patients wanted their 
children to become leaders and to acquire an education 
that would help them achieve outstanding success.

An idea was planted in Smith’s mind: someday he would start 
a school to provide the kind of education these parents wanted 
for their children. He spent the next 10 years interviewing 
thousands of students. He also spoke with numerous educators 
about the challenges of public education. “I found that it isn’t 
a matter of intelligence at all — these students have enough 
intelligence to succeed — they just don’t have the knowledge 
and values they need to compete in our global society.” 

After Sinclair went public, Smith decided it was time to make 
his dream a reality. In 2002, he opened the Gerstell Academy 
in Finksburg, Md. (south of Westminster). Today, the private 
school has 345 students in pre-kindergarten through 12th 
grade. Gerstell offers a values-based educational program 
that involves four pillars — a leadership curriculum, college 
preparatory curriculum, physical training and Spanish 
language proficiency. The values system forms the core  
of all activities at Gerstell. 
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HISTORY

By the Numbers

360,000 square feet of 
academic, clinic and research space  
are contained within the UMSOD  
facility, which opened in 2006.

4,132
extractions were 
completed  
by dental  
students  
during the  
1888-89  
school year.

year of high 
school became 

a requirement 
for dental school 
enrollment in 1900.

1

5
dental 

students
were enrolled 

in the first 
class when  
the school 
opened its 
doors on 

Nov. 3, 1840.

$400
  was the dental school  
tuition for a Maryland  
resident in 1957.

21 
was the 

minimum 
age of 

all dental 
school 

candidates 
in 1917. 

Candidates 
also were 
required  

to be  
“of good  

moral 
character.”

of the incoming dental 
class were women  

in 1984, nearly twice  
the national average  

for dental schools  
(25 percent).

43%
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It was a busy day in the School of 
Dentistry clinic when this photo was 

taken in 1940. Look carefully and you’ll 
see a student smiling for the camera.  

DENTISTRY ON ICE

A team of dental students represented the University of Maryland in the semiprofessional Iceland Hockey League from 
1931 until 1934. While some thought the dental student team was a joke, the players silenced all doubters when they  
made it to the league championship in 1932, though they lost in a five-game playoff. For the School of Dentistry, the 
secret to ice hockey success was a group of dental students from Canada and New England who practically grew up  
with ice skates strapped to their feet. The team would go on to win the league championship the next season.

Fast-forward 75 years and a lot of things  
have changed in the predoctoral clinic,  
where these students are preparing for a 
busy afternoon of patient appointments.

From theArchives

THEN NOW&



NOV. 1840 
Harris and  
Horace  
Hayden, MD,  
launch efforts 
to establish an 
independent 
college of  
dentistry in 
Baltimore,  
securing the 
signatures  
of many  
Baltimore  
citizens to  
petition the 
Maryland  
General  
Assembly. 

NOV. 3, 1840 
The first lectures are  
given by Chapin Harris, 
MD, in a Baptist church  
on Calvert Street. Five 
students were registered  
for the first class —  
Robert Arthur and  
Richard Covington  
Mackall of Baltimore,  
Joseph B. Savier  
of Norfolk, Va.,  
and Joseph  
Washington  
Clowes and  
Thomas Payne of  
New York City.

1855 
 Arthur, DDS 1841, originates the 
cohesive gold foil method allowing 

dentists to insert gold into a cavity 
with minimal pressure. The foil is 
fabricated by annealing, a process 

of passing gold through a flame 
making it soft and malleable. 

1873 
The Maryland Dental College, 
organized by Richard Winder, DDS 
1869, is established in Baltimore.

1877 
Faculty member Basil Manly 
Wilkerson, DDS 1868, 
patents the first hydraulic 
dental chair. The same year, he 
also invents the air turbine drill. 

1879 
BCDS absorbs the  
Maryland Dental College. 

1880s 
Cosmetic dentistry is born. Newell  
Sill Jenkins, DDS 1863, develops a 
porcelain material for restorations that  
is aesthetically pleasing. After visiting  
porcelain works in Austria and  
Germany, he creates a formula  
for “Jenkins’ Porcelain Enamel.”

1863 
During the Civil War, alumnus and 
Confederate soldier James Baxter Bean, 
MD, DDS 1860, pioneers a unique 
interdental splint made of vulcanized 
rubber, which he uses to successfully  
treat jaw fracture wounds in Atlanta.

OCT. 18, 1883 
Gorgas presides 
over a meeting 
that establishes the 
Maryland State 
Dental Association.

MAR. 9, 1841 
At the first commencement, 
Arthur and Mackall become  

the first graduates to earn  
DDS degrees.

1873 
The school’s first female graduate, Emilie Foeking, 
DDS 1873, of Prussia, receives her degree.

1882 
The Dental Department, University of Maryland 
School of Medicine, is founded. Ferdinand Gorgas, 
DDS 1855, former dean of BCDS, and James Harris, 
DDS 1861, are instrumental in its establishment. 
Gorgas serves as the institution’s first dean.

MAR. 6, 1840 
The Baltimore College of Dental Surgery  
(BCDS), forerunner to the University of  
Maryland School of Dentistry, is officially 
established when William Grason, governor  
of Maryland, signs a bill into law that read:  
“That a College of Dentistry be, and the same  
is hereby established in the city of Baltimore, to  
be known and designated by the name and style  
of the Baltimore College of Dental Surgery.”

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND SCHOOL  OF DENTISTRY



1880s 
Cosmetic dentistry is born. Newell  
Sill Jenkins, DDS 1863, develops a 
porcelain material for restorations that  
is aesthetically pleasing. After visiting  
porcelain works in Austria and  
Germany, he creates a formula  
for “Jenkins’ Porcelain Enamel.”

1892 
The Psi Omega Dental Fraternity is founded by 
two BCDS students, William Sprigg Hamilton 
and J. George Schmetzer; 40 students are 
inducted during the initial meeting on June 8.

1913 
The Baltimore Medical College is absorbed by  
the University of Maryland School of Medicine.

1914 
After 74 years of existence, the school now 
owns its own building when it receives the 
deed to the quarters of the defunct Baltimore 
Medical College at 851 N. Howard St.

1917 
The first four-year curriculum is offered, after 
the National Association of Dental Faculties 
establishes a nationwide requirement.

Livius Lankford, DDS ’16,  
establishes the U.S.  
Army’s first overseas  
dental clinic in France.

1923 
The Baltimore 
College of 
Dental Surgery 
merges with 
the Dental 
Department, 
University of 
Maryland, 
to form the 
Baltimore 
College of 
Dental Surgery, 
Dental School, 
University 
of Maryland 
(UMSOD).

JUNE 3, 1895 
The Dental Department of the Baltimore Medical 
College is established (the Baltimore Medical 
College had been founded in 1881). Three dental 
schools are now operating in Baltimore.

MAR. 31, 1899 
Eva E. Semon, DDS 1899, becomes the 
first American woman to graduate from  
any of the Baltimore dental schools. 

1901 
The U.S. Army Dental Corps is formed.  
The bill (H.R. 172) to establish the corps  
was written by Robert Withers Morgan,  
DDS 1881. Morgan is chosen by the surgeon 
general as one of three dentists to select  
the other 27 members of the 30-man corps.

1940 
UMSOD celebrates its 
centennial with a year of events 
that include historical exhibits, 
the premiere of a commissioned 
play chronicling the history of 
dentistry and pilgrimages to the 
graves of Hayden and Harris.

NOV. 26, 1952 
Baltimore’s water 
supply is fluoridated, 
thanks to the 
efforts of H. Berton 
McCauley, DDS ’36,  
director of the 
Baltimore City Health 
Department Bureau 
of Dental Care, and 
Baltimore Mayor 
Thomas D’Alesandro 
Jr. The water supply 
serves 970,000 city 
residents and 210,000 
residents of the 
surrounding counties.

NOV. 1950 
The first telecast 
of a dental 
operation is 
transmitted 
from a UMSOD 
operating room 
by WMAR- 
TV to more than  
450 members  
of the Baltimore 
City Dental 
Society.

1945 
Col. Brice M. Dorsey, professor 
of oral surgery at UMSOD, 
becomes the first dental officer 
to land in Japan when the 
42nd general hospital arrives  
in Yokohama a few days  
before the Japanese surrender 
during World War II.

1910 
BCDS purchases its first X-ray machine.

1908 
A group of Jewish students at BCDS 
establishes the Alpha Omega Fraternity. 
In 1909, Alpha Omega merges with the 
Ramach Fraternity (founded in 1907) at the 
Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery to  
form the national Alpha Omega Fraternity. 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND SCHOOL  OF DENTISTRY



SEPT. 1970 
A two-year baccalaureate 
program in dental  
hygiene is established  
under the direction  
of Patricia Stearns.

1989 
The PLUS Clinic is 
established. Today, 
the clinic is the largest 
provider of oral 
health care services 
for Maryland’s HIV-
positive population.  
It serves more than 
500 patients per year. 

2004 
The Dean’s Faculty program is 
established. Today, more than 200 
volunteer dentists and dental hygienists 
support the educational programs. 

1997 
The Brotman Facial Pain Center 
opens. The center provides 
treatment for patients suffering from 
temporomandibular joint disorders 
and facilitates pain research projects. 

1982 
The Advanced Education in General 
Dentistry (AEGD) program is 
established. The one-year program  
is the first dental school-based  
program in the United States.

1986 
UMSOD becomes 
the first dental school 
in the nation to 
establish a division of 
dental informatics to 
incorporate computers 
into dental education. 
The school purchases 
18 videodisc systems 
to deliver interactive 
instructions to students.

NOV. 1963 
The faculty is 
integrated when 
John E. Bonas is 
hired as a research 
associate in the 
Department of 
Physiology. He 
becomes the first 
African-American 
graduate student 
in 1968 when 
he pursues a 
doctorate, which 
he receives in 
1972. Bonas is 
subsequently 
promoted to 
assistant professor.

1972 
The Special Patient  
Clinic, now known  
as Special Care and  
Geriatrics, is established.

1975 
The first female full professors, 
Freida Rudo, PhD, and Sue-Ning 
Barry, PhD, are appointed. 

1980 
The Maryland Bridge, or  
resin-bonded bridge, is 
developed by faculty members 
Gus Livaditis, DDS, and Van 
Thompson, DDS ’79, PhD.

1957 
High-speed 
air turbine 
hand-pieces are 
used by dental 
students for 
the first time.

1970 
The school launches specialty programs in periodontics, 
endodontics, oral surgery, orthodontics, pediatric 
dentistry and prosthodontics. 
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SEPT. 2006 
UMSOD moves into its new building at  
650 W. Baltimore St., giving the institution 
one of the most technologically advanced 
dental school facilities in the world.

2015 
The University of 
Maryland School of 
Dentistry celebrates  
its 175th anniversary.

2009 
A state-of-the-art, 26-chair dental clinic is opened 
in rural Perryville, Md. The clinic serves more than 
3,000 patients each year in an area of the state with 
the lowest concentration of oral health care providers.

Celebrating 175 Years of Excellence in  
Education, Research, Patient Care and Service

Find answers to these and other  
burning historical questions at 

www.dental.umaryland.edu/175.   

When did the school’s  

HOCKEY TEAM  

win its final 

championship?  

—

How many alumni 

served in the 

CONFEDERATE ARMY 

during the Civil War? 

—

Who was the only 

dean to serve 

as University of 

Maryland, Baltimore 

PRESIDENT?
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NEWS BITES

DHAR NAMED PEDIATRIC 
DIVISION CHIEF

Vineet Dhar, BDS, MDS, PhD, MS 
’13, clinical associate professor, 
has been named chief of the 
Division of Pediatric Dentistry 
within the Department of 
Orthodontics and Pediatric 
Dentistry. Dhar, who has served 
as a faculty member since 2009, 
replaces Norman Tinanoff, DDS 

’71, MS, who stepped down on March 1, 2015, to assume a 
part-time role after serving as division chief since 2012. 

NEW FACULTY  
JOIN THE SCHOOL 

The School of Dentistry has 
welcomed the following new 
faculty members during the 
2014-2015 academic year: 
Negar Homayounfar, DDS, MS, 
clinical assistant professor of 
prosthodontics in the Department 
of Endodontics, Prosthodontics 
and Operative Dentistry; Bryan 
Krantz, PhD, research associate 
professor in the Department 
of Microbial Pathogenesis; and 
Ohannes Melemedjian, PhD, 
research assistant professor  
in the Department of Neural  
and Pain Sciences. 
 
NEW PROGRAM 
INTRODUCES NURSE  
PRACTITIONER STUDENTS 
TO DENTISTRY

A new interprofessional education 
program brings nurse practitioner 
students into the University of 
Maryland School of Dentistry  
clinics to learn more about the 
profession of dentistry and the 
delivery of oral health care.

Launched in November, the program pairs University of 
Maryland School of Nursing nurse practitioner students 
with dental students in the Urgent Care Clinic. The nurse 
practitioner students observe dental students conducting 
patient intake assessments, discussing patient health 
histories, performing surgeries and removing infected 
and diseased teeth. Some nurse practitioner students also 
observe dental hygiene students treating patients in the 
Special Care and Geriatrics Clinic.

RESEARCH SEEKS  
BETTER TREATMENT  
FOR OSTEOPOROSIS

Meena Chellaiah, PhD, associate 
professor in the Department 
of Oncology and Diagnostic 
Sciences, recently received a 
five-year, $1.6 million grant from 
the National Institute of Arthritis 
and Musculoskeletal and Skin 
Diseases of the National Institutes 

of Health to study a new method to prevent bone loss.

She and her team targeted peptides, or short chains of amino 
acids, that play a role in bone formation. The researchers 
identified a peptidomimetic, a small, protein-like chain that 
is designed to mimic a peptide, but which has adjusted 
molecular properties. In a preliminary study, Chellaiah found 
that treatment with this peptidomimetic blocks the activity of 
osteoclasts, which are bone cells that play an important role 
in the development of osteoporosis. This treatment led to an 
increase in bone mineral density.

VOLUNTEERS PROVIDE SEALANTS  
FOR UNDERSERVED CHILDREN

Seventy-five volunteers from the School of Dentistry 
provided free sealant treatments for underserved children 
during the 10th annual Sealant Saturday on Feb. 28. Students, 
faculty, staff and alumni placed 181 sealants for 68 children  
at the school’s Perryville Clinic.

Stor ies and Photos by Ada m Zewe

Vineet Dhar

Meena Chellaiah

Nurse practitioner student Maggie May (left)  
observes a dental procedure. 

Bryan Krantz

Negar Homayounfar

Ohannes Melemedjian
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Dental and dental hygiene students collaborated to place 
sealants during the outreach event. The students also 
examined children’s teeth for decay and referred those 
without a dental home to the Perryville Clinic for treatment. 
In addition, two public health students from the University  
of Maryland School of Medicine were on hand to provide 
health and nutrition counseling for patients.

RESEARCHER RECEIVES 
GRANT TO STUDY POTENTIAL 
TARGET FOR CRANIOFACIAL 
PAIN TREATMENT

Man-Kyo Chung, DMD, PhD, 
research assistant professor  
in the Department of Neural  
and Pain Sciences, recently 
received a five-year, $1.9  
million grant from the National  
Institute of Dental and 

Craniofacial Research to study the TRPV1 receptor’s role  
in chronic temporomandibular disorder (TMD) pain.

Working closely with colleague Jin Ro, PhD, associate 
professor in the Department of Neural and Pain Sciences, 
as well as Michael Caterina, MD, PhD, professor at Johns 
Hopkins University, and Luda Diatchenko, MD, PhD, professor 
at McGill University, Chung has begun a collaborative project 
that explores how genetic variations of the TRPV1 receptor 
could impact craniofacial pain. By examining common genetic 
mutations of the TRPV1 receptor in patients who develop 
chronic TMD pain, Chung hopes to find a link that could 
ultimately improve diagnosis and treatment.

SCHOLARSHIP LUNCHEON  
RECOGNIZES STUDENTS, DONORS

The School of Dentistry held a celebration recognizing 
scholarship recipients and honoring the donors who support 
the awards. The special luncheon, held at the Dr. Samuel D. 
Harris National Museum of Dentistry on March 24, brought 
together students, faculty, alumni and friends.

Dean Mark A. Reynolds, DDS ’86, PhD, MA, congratulated 
the students on their accomplishments and thanked the 
many donors who support more than two dozen scholarship 
funds. “These scholarship funds are absolutely critical to our 
institution,” Reynolds said. “Your support and encouragement 
helps our students achieve even greater success.”

Donors have created eight new scholarship funds this year 
and have contributed more than $120,000 to existing funds. 
A unique program offered by the University of Maryland 
Baltimore Foundation, Inc. matches 50 cents on the dollar for 
donations to scholarship funds. The matching program will 
continue to be available through December.

The event also featured remarks from Lindsay Roberts, DDS 
’15, recipient of the Fusion Dental Scholarship, who discussed 
how important scholarships are for students. “All the donors 
who support scholarships, it really shows how committed you 
are to students and our success. … We are very grateful to 
you and we feel humble to be recognized by you,” she said.

Man-Kyo Chung

Dental hygiene students Joyce Martinez (left)  
and Molly Stranigan with a young patient.

(from left) Scholarship recipients Jennifer  
Park, Krystal Donaldson, Taylor Duckworth,  

Dustin Hawley and Christina Weaver

DO YOU HAVE A NOSE FOR NEWS?  
Visit www.dental.umaryland.edu for the latest news updates and be  
sure to email azewe@umaryland.edu to sign up for the alumni e-newsletter. 
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While modern medicine continues to add to its lengthy list 
of triumphs, the impact of severe pain still plagues millions 
of sufferers annually. The U.S. Institute of Medicine’s 2011 
report on pain in America estimates 100 million people 
suffer from chronic pain. National Center for Health 
Statistics data report the cost of such pain — including 
headache, low back, knee, shoulder, hip and jaw — is in 
excess of $500 billion annually.

Backed by its historical focus on chronic pain that began in 
1996 at the University of Maryland School of Dentistry’s 
(UMSOD) Pain Research Center, the University of 
Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) has opened its Center to 
Advance Chronic Pain Research (UM CACPR). The center 
is a collaborative initiative among the University’s schools, 
aimed at the study and possible treatment of various forms 
of chronic pain, including jaw pain, episodic migraine, 
burning mouth syndrome, chemotherapy-induced 
neuropathic pain and the biological factors responsible for 
individual variation in pain sensitivity. Currently, studies 
are taking place in UMSOD as well as the School of 
Nursing and the School of Medicine at UMB. 

Co-directors of the center are Joel Greenspan, PhD, 
professor and chair of the Department of Neural and Pain 
Sciences at UMSOD, and Susan Dorsey, PhD, RN, FAAN, 
associate professor and chair of the Department of Pain and 
Translational Symptom Science at the School of Nursing.

Greenspan, who is principal investigator in a multi-university 
study of chronic orofacial pain, has focused on understanding 
pain mechanisms throughout his career. During the past 20 
years, he has studied various pain populations and the impact 
of pain on people with similar disease patterns. 

“Pain is one of the most compelling aspects of health care,” 
he says. “Our work in the new center is particularly exciting 
in that we will enhance our ability to recruit participants for 
various pain studies, such as the jaw, joint and muscle study  
to be performed here at the School of Dentistry.”

He adds that, historically, pain has not been treated as a 
problem to solve, but rather as a symptom of a problem. 
“A physician first looks at the cause of a headache or back 
pain,” he says. “However, finding the cause doesn’t always 
cure the pain. Patients may have continued pain following 

By R ita Rooney

New Collaborative Center Leads 
the Fight Against Chronic Pain

Joel Greenspan and Susan Dorsey have  
devoted their careers to studying chronic pain.

PHOTO BY LISA SHIRES



Source: American Academy of Pain Medicine

By the Numbers
•  20 percent of U.S. adults report that pain disrupts their sleep at least  

one night a week. 

•  26 million people in the U.S. experience frequent back pain. 

•  77 percent of those who suffer from chronic pain report feeling depressed.

•  U.S. workers lose an average of 4.6 hours of productive work time  
each week due to a pain condition.

•  70 percent of people in the U.S. feel that pain research should be one  
of the medical community’s top priorities.
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intervention for the presumed cause. These people become 
chronic pain cases, with the cause related to changes in 
brain function. What we’re doing is looking at the altered 
signals to the brain that may be causing pain.”

The central goal of the UM CACPR is the advancement 
of patient care and improvement in the quality of life for 
chronic pain sufferers. Toward this aim, those involved 
with the center will study the behavioral, physiological, 
psychosocial and genetic processes that underlie pain. They 
will increase the number of multidisciplinary collaborative 
pain research projects, and will provide training for the 
next generation of pain researchers.

Randomized controlled clinical trials of pharmacological 
and non-pharmacological interventions to improve pain 
management will be conducted and seed money will be 
used to encourage new collaborations and novel research, 
including the support of investor-initiated pain research. 

Dorsey approaches the study of pain from the perspective of 
whether genetics may play a role in those who are susceptible 
to developing chronic pain. She says that, to date, there are 
few effective therapies for chronic pain relief. As an example, 
she points to the excessive neuropathic pain incurred by 
cancer patients undergoing treatment with neurotoxic 
chemotherapeutic agents. Such pain is not only intense but 
can be persistent, lasting long after cancer treatment has 
stopped. This and other kinds of chronic pain often leave 
victims angry and depressed. It can seriously impair one’s 
lifestyle to the extent that many victims cannot function 
normally. Studies have shown that pain is often more 

virulent and less adaptable to treatment among the elderly, 
women, children and racial and ethnic minorities. 

“In some cases, pain becomes a prominent disease,” 
Greenspan says. “It can lead to central nervous system 
dysfunction that demands a specific treatment approach 
of its own.” He adds that chronic pain is gravely under-
reported, underdiagnosed and undertreated.

In spite of this, however, recent pain research has been assisted 
by biomarkers and advances in neuroscience. “We now have 
an approach to pain management that includes a patient’s 
biology, behavior, psychological makeup and environmental 
influences,” Greenspan says. He emphasizes the increased 
positive outlook for pain management. This kind of recent 
knowledge provides realistic hope for victims of chronic pain 
in the not too distant future, he says.

According to both Greenspan and Dorsey, the most valid 
hope for success in combating chronic pain lies in the 
center’s collaborative approach. Dorsey says, “We can study 
pain individually through research and clinical work. 
But while I approach it genetically, my colleagues in the 
clinic see it from a different perspective. It is the collective 
mindset that sets the center apart.”

Greenspan agrees, adding, “We believe we now have a 
chance to solve some very difficult questions with a large 
cohort of researchers and clinicians looking at different 
aspects of pain to reach a fuller understanding of chronic 
pain in its many manifestations.” –RR
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Mark A. Reynolds, DDS ’86, PhD, MA, dean and 
professor: “These associations underscore the importance 
of fostering an understanding among health care workers 
that periodontal diseases — like other infections — are 
significant to overall health. Periodontitis and other 
common chronic inflammatory diseases share multiple risk 
factors, such as smoking and diabetes. Interventions that 
target modifiable risk factors have the potential to improve 
risk profiles for periodontitis and other common age-
related diseases. In terms of multidisciplinary health care, 
it is going to be very important for us to have this dialogue 
in the future.”

THEY SAID IT

Mary Beth Aichelmann-Reidy, DDS, clinical associate 
professor and director of the periodontal postgraduate 
program: “We cannot say that periodontal disease causes 
any specific systemic condition, or vice-versa. What we can 
definitively say is that systemic and oral health are interrelated 
with common risk factors — periodontal disease, diabetes, 
obesity, cardiovascular disease are related. … Periodontitis is 
one cog in the wheel that is part of the underlying problem of 
inflammation. We can help our patients by guiding them to 
address modifiable risk factors like diet, exercise and smoking 
cessation in addition to regular dental care.” 

Harlan Shiau, DDS, DM Sc, clinical assistant professor 
and director of predoctoral periodontal education: 
“Dental students need to understand these relationships so 
they can educate patients. Our patients get a lot of health-
related information from ‘trusted’ sources in the popular 
media. If patients start interpreting that information their 
own way, it can lead to a lot of misunderstandings.”

For thousands of years, health care professionals have known that disease in a patient’s 
mouth has an impact on the rest of the body. Scientists are beginning to better understand 
some of the close relationships between periodontal disease and a number of other 
systemic conditions. Dean Mark A. Reynolds, DDS ’86, PhD, MA, clinical associate professor 
Mary Beth Aichelmann-Reidy, DDS, and clinical assistant professor Harlan Shiau, DDS, DM 
Sc, all periodontists, help to clear up the latest research.

(From left) Mark Reynolds, Mary Beth Aichelmann-Reidy 
and Harlan Shiau

VOCABULARY LESSON 
Bacteremia / baktə'rēmēə/ noun: the presence of 
bacteria in the blood. Patients with untreated or 
undertreated periodontitis experience transient 
movement of bacteria from the oral infection 
through the circulatory system, which contributes  
to a number of systemic conditions.

SYSTEMIC INTER ACTIONS WITH PERIODONTAL DISEASE

PHOTO BY ADAM ZEWE



� Periodontal disease and obesity 
Research suggests that the adipose tissue generated by 
fat cells in obese patients affects metabolic and immune 
function, Aichelmann-Reidy says. This leads to changes 
in the levels of inflammation in the body, which could 
contribute to periodontal disease.

� Periodontal disease and diabetes 
The relationship between periodontal disease and 

diabetes is a two-way relationship, Shiau says. While 
people with diabetes run a greater risk of having 
periodontitis, studies have shown that controlling 
the patient’s periodontal disease also could help 
regulate his/her glycemic control. 

� Periodontal disease and osteoporosis 
A number of prospective studies have shown that 

individuals with osteoporosis are at increased risk  
of progressive periodontal disease, Reynolds says.  

The mechanisms underlying this association remain 
unclear. Loss of bone density and 

changes in bone microarchitecture, 
together with common risk 

factors for periodontal disease 
and osteoporosis, may help 

explain the association 
between these conditions.

� Periodontal 
disease  
and cancer 
Scientists 
hypothesize that 

the inflammation 
in periodontal 

disease predisposes 
cells that are at risk for 

malignant conversion 
to transform, Reynolds 

explains. The relationship 
between periodontal disease and 

oral cancer also could be related 
to viruses, he says. Inflammation 
associated with periodontal disease 
causes an increase in the activity of 
viruses, such as the herpes virus, 
which is commonly implicated  
in oral cancer. –AZ
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� Periodontal disease and depression  
Behavioral issues play a role in the relationship between 
depression and periodontal disease, Aichelmann-Reidy 
says. Patients who suffer from depression are less likely to 
eat a balanced diet, be focused on personal care or keep 
dental appointments. These associated behaviors or habits 
contribute to an increased risk for periodontal disease.

� Periodontal disease and stress  
Chronic stress can contribute to a general  
dysregulation of the immune system, which may  
impair the body’s defense against infections,  
such as periodontal disease, Reynolds explains.  
Protection against infection is normally  
dependent on a highly coordinated cascade of  
inflammatory and immunological events, he says.

� Periodontal disease and heart attack 
Research has shown that the buildup of  
atherosclerotic plaque in the arteries is largely  
driven by an inflammatory process, Shiau  
explains. The same inflammatory  
response occurs in the mouth when  
a patient has periodontal disease.  
While scientists are still studying  
this relationship, one study  
actually found evidence  
of periodontal bacteria  
from buildup in a  
patient’s carotid artery. 

� Periodontal  
disease and  
rheumatoid arthritis 
There are some  
similarities in the  
inflammatory processes  
that affect both oral tissue  
and joint tissue, Shiau says.  
Research suggests that periodontal  
disease could even be a predictor of  
rheumatoid arthritis. This relationship  
is particularly significant, Shiau says,  
because many of the patients who  
present with periodontitis — individuals  
who are middle-aged and older — are  
also at risk for rheumatoid arthritis.  
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Microscopic metal particles could be  
the next big thing in dentistry.

Scientists at the University of Maryland School of 
Dentistry (UMSOD) and the University of Maryland, 
College Park (UMCP) are collaborating on a pioneering 
research project that uses tiny nanoparticles to deliver 
medications directly into the tooth pulp.

The pulp, the soft tissue deep within the root canal system in 
the center of a tooth, is protected by hard layers of dentin and 
an outer layer of enamel. When pulp becomes inflamed, an 
endodontist often treats it by removing the pulp, cleaning the 
root canal system and then filling and sealing the space.  
In the case of pulpitis, which is painful inflammation of the 
tooth pulp, a root canal procedure is often the only option.

Radi Masri, DDS, MS ’01, PhD '05, associate professor 
in the Department of Endodontics, Prosthodontics and 
Operative Dentistry at UMSOD, in collaboration with 
Didier Depireux, PhD, associate research scientist at 
UMCP’s A. James Clark School of Engineering, may have 
found a less invasive way to treat pulpitis using the tiny 
dentinal tubules in the center of a tooth.

“When a patient has a cavity, usually the enamel has 
been damaged and the dentin is exposed, so when the 
patient eats or drinks, it will stimulate the fluid within the 
dentinal tubules and cause pain,” Masri explains.

Masri is using these tubules, the microscopic tubes that 
travel through the dentin into the tooth pulp, as a vehicle 
to deliver medication that could reduce inflammation 
or treat infection. Using his novel technique, researchers 
attach medication to microscopic balls known as 
nanoparticles. By creating the nanoparticles out of a 
magnetic substance, like iron, the researchers can use a 
magnetic field to pull those particles, and the attached 
medication, through the tubules and into the pulp.

He and Depireux have designed a series of magnetic arrays 
that are effective for upper or lower teeth. By manipulating 
several small magnets, they can control the magnetic field 
so the nanoparticles are actively moved through the tubules 
in a very short time. 

Delivering steroid medication using these magnetic 
nanoparticles may treat inflammation in the pulp. An 
antibiotic could be delivered to reduce infection, or a local 

By Ada m Zewe

What’s the Attraction? 
Tiny Magnetic Particles May Have  
Giant Implications for Dental Treatment 
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anesthetic could be utilized to numb a tooth. Masri’s 
research has shown that, even though the nanoparticles  
are microscopic, they are able to deliver a large enough 
dose for medications to be effective. 

“We have been treating pulpal inflammation the same way 
for centuries. This is a contemporary approach to an age-
old problem,” he says.

Masri and Depireux recently received a $450,000 grant from 
the National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research 
to conduct a study using extracted human teeth. The two 
researchers also received the prestigious BioMaryland LIFE 
(Leading Innovative Faculty Entrepreneurs) Award from the 
Maryland Biotech Center for their promising work.

Chris Choi, a prosthodontics resident working under the 
supervision of Masri, is testing the biocompatibility of these 
nanoparticles. He has begun working on the next phase of 
the project, using a $6,000 grant from the American College 
of Prosthodontists Education Foundation, to conduct 
animal studies of the magnetic procedure. “It is exciting 
to be on the cutting edge, using nanotechnology, but also 
combining that technology with a simple tool like a magnet 
to enhance the delivery,” Choi says.

Masri is fine-tuning the magnetic delivery method by 
determining the optimal size for the nanoparticles. The 
minuscule dentinal tubules narrow as they approach the 
tooth pulp, similar to a funnel, which makes it challenging 
to develop nanoparticles that are small enough to move 
through the shrinking space.

He also is exploring the most effective, biocompatible 
coating that can be used on the nanoparticles. By covering 
the particles with a biocompatible substance, like starch, 
the body’s immune system won’t attack the tiny particles as 
they move through the dentinal tubules.

Masri is hopeful that the animal studies will yield positive 
results, which will allow him to move the project into its 
next phase — human trials. Testing in live patients will 
allow Masri to determine whether this procedure actually 
reduces pain. If the procedure is effective in human trials, 
practitioners may someday be able to treat inflamed or 
infected tooth pulp without surgical intervention. 

“This research could have huge implications for improving 
patient care,” Masri says. “For the first time in decades, we 
may have a new treatment method for pulpitis.” –AZ

Radi Masri studies the results  
 of a Western blot analysis.
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STUDY PUTS  
100 PERCENT 

FRUIT JUICE BACK 
ON THE TABLE

JUICE IS NO LONGER A 
FORBIDDEN FRUIT

The findings of a collaborative 
research project led by Clemencia 
Vargas, DDS, PhD, associate 
professor in the Division of Pediatric 
Dentistry, show that 100 percent fruit 
juice is not associated with higher 
occurrences of early childhood caries 
in young children.

“We, as oral health care practitioners, 
have been lumping non-sweetened 
pure fruit juice with other sweet 
and sweetened beverages when we 
tell parents what they shouldn’t be 
feeding their children,” Vargas says. 
“This study shows that 100 percent 
fruit juice is different from all the 
other sweet beverages.”

The study, which was published in 
the Journal of the American Dental 
Association, involved statistical 
analysis of data from the National 
Health and Nutrition Examination 
Survey, an ongoing, nationwide 
survey conducted by the Centers  
for Disease Control and Prevention. 

Vargas and her collaborators, including 
dental student Catherine Kolasny,  
DDS ’16, focused on children aged 
2 to 6. Two-year-old children have the 

highest consumption of 100 percent 
fruit juice, and parents provide it for 
their kids with the best intentions, 
Vargas says, despite the fact that  
it sometimes means defying their 
health providers.

“Parents who provide 100 percent 
fruit juice for their children see it as 
a good behavior,” she says. “We think 
if they are providing 100 percent fruit 
juice for their kids, they are also more 
likely to be brushing their children’s 
teeth, limiting candy and providing 
regular and more nutritious meals.”

For Vargas, these new findings are 
critical because they confirm previous 
studies and create consistency between 
the nutritional messages physicians, 
nurses and oral health care providers 
can send to parents of young children.

That’s not to say the paper hasn’t  
caused a bit of controversy. Vargas 
recalls receiving an email from one 
dentist who thought the study was 
funded by Tropicana. In fact, the 
project was funded by the National 
Institutes of Health. But the debate  
is a good thing, Vargas contends, 
because it raises awareness  
of some larger issues. 

“I hope this study will start a 
conversation about a more holistic 
approach to oral and overall health 
care,” says Vargas. “We need to 
emphasize diet for the whole body, 
rather than diet for the heart, diet for 
the stomach, diet for the oral cavity, 
etc. If we follow a more holistic 
approach, it is a better use of all the 
educational tools and concepts that 
we have to help our patients.”

While it may take decades to create 
a widespread change of attitude 
toward 100 percent juice, Vargas  
is hopeful this new research  
bears fruit. –AZ

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO US!

Clemencia Vargas hopes her research starts a dialogue 
about 100 percent fruit juice and early childhood caries.



Who says you can’t have your cake and eat it, too?
OUR YEARLONG 175TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION IS IN FULL SWING. WE HOPE  

YOU HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO JOIN US FOR ONE OF OUR SIGNATURE EVENTS.

You can view photo galleries and watch video clips  
from all our 175th anniversary activities, including  
our special dinner celebration in May, by visiting  
www.dental.umaryland.edu/175. Who knows,  
your photo could be on our website right now.

And we have plenty more exciting events in store. 
Be on the lookout for the next edition of the alumni 
e-newsletter for important updates (if you’re not 
receiving the quarterly e-newsletter, send an email  
to azewe@umaryland.edu to subscribe — it’s free!).

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO US!

Thank you to our title sponsor, Bien-Air, and all our other sponsors for supporting this year of celebration.



Office of Institutional Advancement
650 West Baltimore Street 
Baltimore, MD 21201

www.dental.umaryland.edu

CE Course and Alumni Reception  
at the Chesapeake Dental Conference 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 25  
At the Roland E. Powell Convention Center in Ocean City, Md.

State of the School Address
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 4 
From 4 p.m. until 5:30 p.m. at the School of Dentistry

Alumni Reception at the American  
Dental Association Meeting
FRIDAY, NOV. 6 
At the Marriott Marquis in Washington, D.C.

WE HOPE YOU CAN JOIN US! 
Visit www.dental.umaryland.edu/alumni  
for more information.

SAVE THE DATES
for these upcoming alumni events

EMAIL azewe@umaryland.edu to subscribe to our alumni e-newsletter.

Like the University of Maryland  
School of Dentistry on FACEBOOK. 

Follow @UMSOD_Dentistry 
on TWITTER.

Join the University of Maryland School  
of Dentistry Alumni LINKEDIN group.

Follow umsod on INSTAGRAM  
to see our latest photos.

STAY CONNECTED WITH US!


